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The photograph found a home in the book before it won for itself a place on the gallery wall. Only a few years after the
birth of photography, the publication of Henry Fox Talbot's "The Pencil of Nature" heralded a new genre in the history of
the book, one in which the photograph was the primary vehicle of expression and communication, or stood in equal if
sometimes conflicted partnership with the written word. In this book, practicing photographers and writers across several
fields of scholarship share a range of fresh approaches to reading the photobook, developing new ways of understanding
how meaning is shaped by an image's interaction with its text and context and engaging with the visual, tactile and
interactive experience of the photobook in all its dimensions. Through close studies of individual works, the photobook
from fetishised objet d'art to cheaply-printed booklet is explored and its unique creative and cultural contributions
celebrated.
Cataclysmic events, some representing life's most grievous tragedies, have struck Otto Rieke's family. Tragedy and grief,
viewed retrospectively, have rendered the subsequent glory of life all the more glorious. Life would have been unlivable,
and this book unreadable, were they a mere cosmic pity party. After enduring a full circle along the rim of hell on Earth;
and having survived almost in tact, hopefully this book will portray the Riekes' ascension To The glory that has been most
of the family's, and Otto's own precarious existence on planet Earth. The author's essentially privileged, fulfilling, and
competitive existence (prior To The anguishing events of mid-life), are narrated fully from birth with a comedic flair, and
did prepare him For The survival of the really "tough stuff". The Rieke's did not just endure it all, but have thrived, and
have ascended time and again. Life continues as a search For The ultimate Truth, and For The Glory that is only God's
to possess completely. The family lives to seek its share of that glory. it is Otto's hope that this book is fun and noncontroversial. He has attempted to accomplish that by staying on topics about which he claims expertise: politics, religion,
and sex. If anything he says offends you, then you need to, either: 1. Repent, OR, 2. Sue him He apologizes only to
those who were not offended, but who should have been. The author further hopes that you take the "slight" as it was
intended, and hurt all the more. However, seriously, it is also hoped that this book is as entertaining as the exuberant
feeling that its writing experience has given Otto. Family is who the Rieke's are. Family is the root of our society, And The
family home is the first and most important school that our children will forever attend. Our parents are the first And The
most important teachers that our children will forever have. Otto's stunning, wonderful wife of an earlier twenty five years,
and of such unpretentious beauty, Mary Beth, and Otto raised five absolutely beautiful children, all of whom have
encountered life very successfully. They are successful most of all by being good and loving people, As well as in all their
spiritual, academic, athletic, personal, and professional endeavors. All of the Rieke children graduated from St Peters
Catholic grade school, and local high schools, Rockhurst, St Teresa's, and Notre Dame de Sion, all of which are in
Kansas City, Mo. They and their spouses subsequently have graduated from various universities, including Rockhurst
University, Central Missouri State University, Tulsa University, Syracuse University School of Journalism, Missouri
University Medical School, St Louis University, The Medical School of Washington University in St Louis, Dartmouth
College Medical School, and finally a post residency Fellow at the Harvard School of Medicine. The Rieke children,
including their respective spouses are blessed beyond what would seem possible all in one family. The calamities
referred to above, and subsequent grief, have chronologically seemed to coincide with - and maybe have been the
genesis of, a subsequently inspired inner spiritual strength - indeed an almost supernatural strength to survive. Persistent
strings of well earned successes at all personal levels of character, and by all worldly measure, might well be rooted in
the strength of the Riekes' souls to survive. The family members have ascended to new lives with the strength to carry
on, To love, and indeed to thrive. That, And The author's love relationships with them all, Is the grandeur, The glory, Of
this book. No names have been changed to protect the innocent; there are none. Otto has an unparalleled flair to
entertain, and to tell riveting stories with great passion. He will seize your very soul. If you can remain calmly seated while
reading this book, then it is a failure. Get ready For The ride.
Explores the lives of eight pioneering women photographers to consider the struggles, perils, and rewards of being a
woman artist.
In the early decades of the twentieth century, almost everyone in modern theater, literature, or film knew of Otto Kahn
(1867-1934), and those who read the financial press or followed the news from Wall Street could scarcely have missed
his name. A partner at one of America's premier private banks, he played a leading role in reorganizing the U.S. railroad
system and supporting the Allied war effort in World War I. The German-Jewish Kahn was also perhaps the most
influential patron of the arts the nation has ever seen: he helped finance the Metropolitan Opera, brought the Ballets
Russes to America, and bankrolled such promising young talent as poet Hart Crane, the Provincetown Players, and the
editors of the Little Review. This book is the full-scale biography Kahn has long deserved. Theresa Collins chronicles
Kahn's life and times and reveals his singular place at the intersection of capitalism and modernity. Drawing on research
in private correspondence, congressional testimony, and other sources, she paints a fascinating portrait of the figure
whose seemingly incongruous identities as benefactor and banker inspired the New York Times to dub him the "Man of
Velvet and Steel."
This “poetic, poignant” (US Weekly) debut features last great adventures, unlikely heroes, and a “sweet, disarming story
of lasting love” (The New York Times Book Review). Eighty-three-year-old Etta has never seen the ocean. So early one
morning she takes a rifle, some chocolate, and her best boots and begins walking the 3,232 kilometers from rural
Saskatchewan, Canada eastward to the sea. As Etta walks further toward the crashing waves, the lines among memory,
illusion, and reality blur. Otto wakes to a note left on the kitchen table. “I will try to remember to come back,” Etta writes
to her husband. Otto has seen the ocean, having crossed the Atlantic years ago to fight in a far-away war. He
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understands. But with Etta gone, the memories come crowding in and Otto struggles to keep them at bay. Meanwhile,
their neighbor Russell has spent his whole life trying to keep up with Otto and loving Etta from afar. Russell insists on
finding Etta, wherever she’s gone. Leaving his own farm will be the first act of defiance in his life. Moving from the hot
and dry present of a quiet Canadian farm to a dusty, burnt past of hunger, war, and passion, from trying to remember to
trying to forget, Etta and Otto and Russell and James is an astounding literary debut “of deep longing, for reinvention and
self-discovery, as well as for the past and for love and for the boundless unknown” (San Francisco Chronicle). “In this
haunting debut, set in a starkly beautiful landscape, Hooper delineates the stories of Etta and the men she loved (Otto
and Russell) as they intertwine through youth and wartime and into old age. It’s a lovely book you’ll want to linger over”
(People).
SS-Obersturmbannführer Otto Skorzeny became a legend in his own time. 'Hitler's favourite commando' acquired a
reputation as a man of daring, renowned for his audacious 1943 mission to extricate Mussolini from a mountain-top
prison. Skorzeny's influence on special operations doctrine was far-reaching and long-lasting – in 2011, when US Navy
SEALs infiltrated Pakistan to eliminate Osama Bin Laden, the operational planning was influenced by Skorzeny's legacy.
Yet he was also an egoist who stole other men's credit (including for the seminal rescue of Mussolini), brave and
resourceful but also an unrepentant Nazi and a self-aggrandizing hogger of the limelight. Stuart Smith draws on years of
in-depth research to uncover the truth about Skorzeny's career and complex personality. From his background as a
student radical in Vienna, to his bloody service with the Waffen-SS on the Eastern Front, his surprise rebirth as a
commando, and his intriguing post-war career and mysterious fortune, this book tells Otto Skorzeny's story in full – warts
and all – for the first time.
Legions of bluegrass fans know the name Otto Wood (1893–1930) from a ballad made popular by Doc Watson, telling
the story of Wood's crimes and violent death. However, few know the history of this Appalachian figure beyond the largerthan-life version heard in song. Trevor McKenzie reconstructs Wood's life, tracing how a Wilkes County juvenile
delinquent became a celebrated folk hero. Throughout his short life, Wood was jailed for numerous offenses, stole
countless automobiles, lost his left hand, and made eleven escapes from five state penitentiaries, including four from the
North Carolina State Prison after a 1923 murder conviction. An early master of controlling his own narrative in the media,
Wood appealed to the North Carolina public as a misunderstood, clever antihero. In 1930, after a final jailbreak, police
killed Wood in a shootout. The ballad bearing his name first appeared less than a year later. Using reports of Wood's
exploits from contemporary newspapers, his self-published autobiography, prison records, and other primary sources,
Trevor McKenzie uses this colorful story to offer a new way to understand North Carolina--and arguably the South as a
whole—during this era of American history.
Professional jockey Otto Thorwarth encourages the reader to discover their championship ride of destiny for their life as
he reveals the amazing events that led him to be a championship jockey as well as a surprising shift in his career when
the door opened for him "ride" the winningest horse in history with the role of Ron Turcott the Disney movie"Secretariat."
"Originally published in Great Britain in 2020 by Weidenfeld & Nicolson, an imprint of The Orion Publishing Group Ltd.,
London."
Almond places Otto's theory of religion within the context of his life (1869-1937), looking closely at the significant
influences on Otto's thought, among them thinkers as different as Kant and the German Pietists. Elements of Otto's
theories are shown to be closely related to the social and intellectual milieu of Germany both before and after World War
I. Almond examines Otto's conception of the Holy, of rational and nonrational elements of religion, and compares his
views with those of his contemporaries. Originally published 1984. A UNC Press Enduring Edition -- UNC Press Enduring
Editions use the latest in digital technology to make available again books from our distinguished backlist that were
previously out of print. These editions are published unaltered from the original, and are presented in affordable
paperback formats, bringing readers both historical and cultural value.
Otto Robert Frisch took part in some of the most momentous developments in modern physics, notably the discovery of
nuclear fission (a term which he coined). His work on the first atom bomb, which he saw explode in the desert “like the
light of a thousand suns”, brought him into contact with figures such as Robert Oppenheimer, Edward Teller, Richard
Feynman and the father of electronic computers, John von Neumann. He also encountered the physicists who had made
the great discoveries of recent generations: Einstein, Rutherford and Niels Bohr. This characterful book of reminiscences
sheds an engagingly personal light on the people and events behind some of the greatest scientific discoveries of this
century, illustrated with a series of fascinating photographs and witty sketches by the author himself. “This is a happy
book, from which the author's personality and his enjoyment of physics, of music, of life, emerges clearly. It is also a
portrait of the pre-War world of physics, of days of small numbers and small apparatus, of times when a physicist could
think of an ingenious experiment today and set it up tomorrow.” — Rudolf Peierls, Nature “In writing a charming, lighthearted cameo of his life and times as a scientist, Professor Frisch has revealed more about science than many authors
with greater pretensions. This is a book that deserves to be read, and will be enjoyed, by a wide audience.” — The
Economist “Despite his modest title, what Frisch ‘manages to remember’ is quite impressive. He loved to tell stories
and his many vignettes of his associates... include nearly every outstanding physicist who worked in nuclear physics.” —
Science “In the straightforward narrative style he developed writing lay treatments of modern physics, Frisch recounts his
memories of significant men and events in the history of physics between 1920 and 1960... Frisch tells his stories well...”
— Robert W. Seidel,Isis, A Journal of the History of Science Society
Eva and Otto is a true story about German opposition and resistance to Hitler as revealed through the early lives of Eva
Lewinski Pfister (1910–1991) and Otto Pfister (1900–1985). It is an intimate and epic account of two Germans—Eva born
Jewish, Otto born Catholic—who worked with a little-known German political group that resisted and fought against Hitler
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in Germany before 1933 and then in exile in Paris before the German invasion of France in May 1940. After their
improbable escapes from separate internment and imprisonment in Europe, Eva obtained refuge in America in October
1940 where she worked to rescue other endangered political refugees, including Otto, with the help of Eleanor Roosevelt.
As revealed in recently declassified records, Eva and Otto later engaged in different secret assignments with the US
Office of Strategic Services (OSS) in support of the Allied war effort. Despite their vastly different backgrounds, Eva and
Otto gave each other hope and strength as they acted upon what they understood to be an ethical duty to help others
threatened by fascism. The book provides a sobering insight into the personal risks and costs of a commitment to that
duty. Their unusually beautiful writing—directed to each other in diaries and correspondence during two long periods of
wartime separation—also reveals an unlikely and inspiring love story.
How Apologies Can Help You Move Forward With Your Life “To err is human; to forgive divine.” But what if the person
who hurt you most refuses to apologize or express any regret? That’s the question haunting Manhattan journalist Susan
Shapiro when her trusted advisor of fifteen years repeatedly lies to her. Stunned by the betrayal, she can barely eat or
sleep. She’s always seen herself as big-hearted and benevolent, someone who will forgive anyone anything - as long as
they’re remorseful. Yet the addiction specialist who helped her quit smoking, drinking and drugs after decades of selfdestruction won’t explain – or stop - his ongoing deceit, leaving her blindsided. Her crisis management strategy is
becoming her crisis. To protect her sanity and sobriety, Shapiro ends their relationship and vows they’ll never speak
again. Yet ghosting him doesn’t end her distress. She has screaming arguments with him in her mind, relives their fallout
in panicked nightmares and even lights a candle, chanting a secret Yiddish curse to exact revenge. In her entrancing,
heartfelt new memoir The Forgiveness Tour: How to Find the Perfect Apology, Shapiro wrestles with how to exonerate
someone who can’t cough up a measly “my bad” or mumble “mea culpa.” Seeking wisdom, she explores the billiondollar Forgiveness Industry touting the personal benefits of absolution, where the only choice on every channel is: radical
forgiveness. She fears it’s all bullshit. Desperate for enlightenment, she surveys her old rabbis, as well as religious
leaders from every denomination. Unable to reconcile all the confusing abstractions, she embarks on a cross country
journey where she interviews people who suffered unforgivable wrongs that were never atoned: victims of genocides,
sexual assault, infidelity, cruelty and racism. A Holocaust survivor in D.C. admits he’s thrived from spite. A Michigan man
meets with the drunk driver who killed his wife and children. A daughter in Seattle grapples with her mother - who stayed
married to the father who raped her. Knowing their estrangement isn’t her fault, a Florida mom spends eight years
apologizing to her son anyway -with surprising results. Does love mean forever having to say you’re sorry? Critics
praised Shapiro’s previous memoir Lighting Up: How I Stopped Smoking, Drinking and Everything Else I Loved in Life
Except Sex as fiercely honest, fascinating, funny and “a mind-bendingly good read.” Now the bestselling author and
popular writing professor returns with a darker, wiser follow up, addressing the universal enigma of blind forgiving.
Shapiro’s brilliant new gurus sooth her broken psyche and answer her burning mystery: How can you forgive someone
without an apology? Does she? Should you?
Biography, by leading expert on Austria And The Hapsburgs, Of the longest-serving public figure in the world: head of the
Hapsburgs since 1922 and still alive!
From 1943 until his death in December 1945, Austrian sociologist Otto Neurath worked tirelessly on numerous versionsof
an innovative visual autobiography entitled From Hieroglyphics to Isotype. Now, sixty-five years later, comes the first
publication of his full text, carefully edited from the original manuscripts. This edition highlights the important role visual
material played in Neurath's life—from his earliest years to his professional work on the Isotype picture language. This
engaging and informal account gives a rich picture of Central-European culture aroundthe turn of the twentieth century,
seen through the eyes of Neurath's insatiable intelligence, as well as a detailed exposition of the technique of Isotype.
From Hieroglyphics to Isotype includes an appendix showing examples from Neurath's extensive collection of visual
material.
An extensive study of the origins and culture of the mysterious Huns and the civilizations affected by their invasions
In the two generations before World War I, Germany emerged as Europe's foremost industrial power. The basic facts of increasing industrial
output, lengthening railroad lines, urbanization, and rising exports are well known. Behind those facts, in the historical shadows, stand
millions of anonymous men and women: the workers who actually put down the railroad ties, hacked out the coal, sewed the shirt collars,
printed the books, or carried the bricks that made Germany a great nation. This book contains translated selections from the autobiographies
of nineteen of those now-forgotten millions. The thirteen men and six women who speak from these pages afford an intimate firsthand look at
how massive social and economic changes are reflected on a personal level in the everyday lives of workers. Although some of these
autobiographies are familiar to specialists in German labor history, they are virtually unknown and inaccessible to the broader audience they
deserve. This book provides translations that are at once useful, interesting, and entertaining to a wide range of historians, students, and
general readers.
Otto lives in a book and is happiest when his story is being read. But Otto has a secret: when no one is looking and the mood strikes, Otto
walks right off of his book's pages! Full color.
Otto Skorzeny, Germany’s top commando in the Second World War, is one of the most famous men in the history of special forces. His
extraordinary wartime career was one of high risk and adventure and here he tells the full story. Skorzeny quickly proved his worth in
Yugoslavia and then Russia. In 1942 he was awarded the Iron Cross, and in April 1943 he was promoted to captain and named “Chief of
Germany's Special Troops, Existing or to be Created in the Future.” When Mussolini was imprisoned in Italy in 1943, it was Skorzeny who
successfully led the daring glider rescue, winning the Knight’s Cross and promotion as a result. Skorzeny’s talents were brought into play
again when he was sent to Budapest to stop the Hungarian regent Admiral Horthy from signing a peace with Stalin in 1944. Now dubbed “the
most dangerous man in Europe” by the Allies he was awarded the German Cross in Gold. A few months later he took a critical role in the
Ardennes offensive with a controversial plan to raise a brigade disguised as Americans with captured Sherman tanks. His captured
colleagues spread a false rumor that he was planning to assassinate Eisenhower, who was consequently confined to his headquarters under
guard for protection. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade imprint, are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in
history--books about World War II, the Third Reich, Hitler and his henchmen, the JFK assassination, conspiracies, the American Civil War,
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the American Revolution, gladiators, Vikings, ancient Rome, medieval times, the old West, and much more. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to
authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
A sweeping tale inspired by the lives of famous 20th-century female photographers traces the progression of feminism and photography in
various world regions as each woman explores private and public goals while balancing the demands of family and creativity. 60,000 first
printing.
“Up to the last moment, his overwhelming, despotic authority aroused false hopes and deceived his people and his entourage. Only at the
end, when I watched the inglorious collapse and the obstinacy of his final downfall, was I able suddenly to fit together the bits of mosaic I had
been amassing for twelve years into a complete picture of his opaque and sphinx like personality. If my contemporaries fail to understand me,
those who came after will surely profit from this account.”—Otto Dietrich When Otto Dietrich was invited in 1933 to become Adolf Hitler’s
press chief, he accepted with the simple uncritical conviction that Adolf Hitler was a great man, dedicated to promoting peace and welfare for
the German people. At the end of the war, imprisoned and disillusioned, Otto Dietrich sat down to write what he had seen and heard in twelve
years of the closest association with Hitler, requesting that it be published after his death. Dietrich’s role placed him in a privileged position.
He was hired by Hitler in 1933, was his confidant until 1945, and he worked—and clashed—with Joseph Goebbels. His direct, personal
experience of life at the heat of the Reich makes for compelling reading.
Harry Houdini astounded audiences around the globe with his death-defying acts and illusions. With his wife, Bess, often by his side, he freed
himself from ropes, handcuffs, straitjackets, and prison cells. Once he even made a ten-thousand-pound elephant vanish into thin air! Yet
Harry's life was not always so glamorous. When he was a boy, he shined shoes and did odd jobs to help make ends meet. But a career in
magic was always in the cards for Harry. Readers will be mesmerized by this captivating biography of one of the most celebrated escape
artists and magicians in history.
WWII began with a metallic roar as the German Blitzkrieg raced across Europe, spearheaded by the most dreaded weapon of the 20th
century: the Panzer. No German tank better represents that thundering power than the infamous Tiger, and Otto Carius was one of the most
successful commanders to ever take a Tiger into battle, destroying well over 150 enemy tanks during his incredible career.
Examines the life and career of Otto von Bismark.

In a life dedicated to studying and writing about Nazism and the Holocaust, Otto Dov Kulka has set to one side his experiences as
a child inmate at Auschwitz. Breaking years of silence, Kulka brings together the personal and historical in a devastating, at times
poetic, account of the concentration camps and the private mythology he constructed.
In 1980s San Francisco, a group of rootless young characters drift through life, enjoying their friendship, romances, and shared
experiences while congregating at the Youki Singe Tea Room, a North Beach bar, and while searching for love, meaning, and a
true home. Reader's Guide included. 35,000 first printing.
Otto and his friends are back in this Pre-Level 1 Ready-to-Read by the Theodor Seuss Geisel Honor–winning author-illustrator
David Milgrim. For Otto is part of the award-winning, star-reviewed The Adventures of Otto series. Sometimes Otto’s friends have
something for him. And sometimes they have something for someone else. See Otto go from sad to glad in this sweet story about
friendship. This Pre-Level 1 Ready-to-Read with bright illustrations and minimal text is perfect for the true emergent reader.
Otto the robot lands on Earth, where he confronts an angry rhino and befriends two artistic monkeys.
In this definitive new biography, Carol Ann Lee provides the answer to one of the most heartbreaking questions of modern times:
Who betrayed Anne Frank and her family to the Nazis? Probing this startling act of treachery, Lee brings to light never before
documented information about Otto Frank and the individual who would claim responsibility -- revealing a terrifying relationship
that lasted until the day Frank died. Based upon impeccable research into rare archives and filled with excerpts from the secret
journal that Frank kept from the day of his liberation until his return to the Secret Annex in 1945, this landmark biography at last
brings into focus the life of a little-understood man -- whose story illuminates some of the most harrowing and memorable events
of the last century.
Otto Lang had a summer home near St. Ignatius and was a ski pioneer, who directed the famed Sun Valley Ski School. The
legendary skier also was a film director.
Some people float through life with never a care, a worry, or a problem, and others break their back to get through it. Author
William L. Otto was one of those men. In "The Last of the Dinosaurs," he shares his story as well of the story of a family, an age,
and a city. A businessman, veteran, father, son, player, operator, and friend, Otto grew up on the depression-era streets of the
Bronx. His story begins with the hard scrabble life of a poor family doing what was necessary to survive, even as Otto's father took
the meager amount they made to spend on drinking and gambling. Like many boys of that time, Otto did what he could to earn
money for his family, regardless of the risks. Through hard work and hustle, Otto found himself in the office cleaning business, an
industry populated with union bosses, power brokers, and the kind of mob-connected characters infamous around New York City.
"The Last of the Dinosaurs" chronicles Otto's dealings with these colorful, but very real, figures in business and social circles His
tales include friendships with Olympic champions, office brawls with union leaders, life-saving interventions from mob bosses, and
showdowns with the city's most powerful figures. Despite Otto's resilience and hard work, he was eventually confronted with
financial ruin, betrayal, and heartbreak from those he loved and trusted the most. He persevered and found happiness and peace
with what remained, and to this day he remains indefatigable.
Otto Weininger's controversial book Sex and Character, first published in Vienna in 1903, is a prime example of the conflicting
discourses central to its time: antisemitism, scientific racism and biologism, misogyny, the cult and crisis of masculinity,
psychological introspection versus empiricism, German idealism, the women's movement and the idea of human emancipation,
the quest for sexual liberation, and the debates about homosexuality. Combining rational reasoning with irrational outbursts, in the
context of today's scholarship, Sex and Character speaks to issues of gender, race, cultural identity, the roots of Nazism, and the
intellectual history of modernism and modern European culture. This new translation presents, for the first time, the entire text,
including Weininger's extensive appendix with amplifications of the text and bibliographical references, in a reliable English
translation, together with a substantial introduction that places the book in its cultural and historical context.
At Passover, Sarah saves a spot for the prophet Elijah who is said to visit every seder. But when the electricity goes out in
neighboring buildings, Sarah invites the neighbors over. Will there be a chair left for Elijah?
A teddy bear tells his life story, beginning with his creation in Germany prior to World War II, and continuing through the war and
on to America, where eventually he is miraculously reunited with his original owner.
Jim Otto is generally reconized as one of the greatest and most durable offensive centers the game of football has ever seen. He
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wasn't drafted by any NFL team so he joined the Oakland Raiders of the new AFL, went on a strenth program to increase his
weight by 50 pounds and became Oakland's starting center for the next 15 seasons.
OttoPhaidon Incorporated Limited
Cataclysmic events, some representing life’s most grievous tragedies, have struck Otto Rieke's family. Tragedy and grief, viewed
retrospectively, have rendered the subsequent glory of life all the more glorious. Life would have been unlivable, and this book
unreadable, were they a mere cosmic pity party. After enduring a full circle along the rim of hell on Earth; and having survived
almost in tact, hopefully this book will portray the Riekes' ascension to the glory that has been most of the family’s, and Otto's own
precarious existence on planet Earth. The author's essentially privileged, fulfilling, and competitive existence (prior to the
anguishing events of mid-life), are narrated fully from birth with a comedic flair, and did prepare him for the survival of the really
“tough stuff”. The Rieke's did not just endure it all, but have thrived, and have ascended time and again. Life continues as a
search for the ultimate Truth, and for the Glory that is only God’s to possess completely. The family lives to seek its share of that
glory. It is Otto's hope that this book is fun and non-controversial. He has attempted to accomplish that by staying on topics about
which he claims expertise: politics, religion, and sex. If anything he says offends you, then you need to, either: 1. Repent, OR, 2.
Sue him He apologizes only to those who were not offended, but who should have been. The author further hopes that you take
the “slight” as it was intended, and hurt all the more. However, seriously, it is also hoped that this book is as entertaining as the
exuberant feeling that its writing experience has given Otto. Family is who the Rieke's are. Family is the root of our society, and the
family home is the first and most important school that our children will forever attend. Our parents are the first and the most
important teachers that our children will forever have. Otto's stunning, wonderful wife of an earlier twenty five years, and of such
unpretentious beauty, Mary Beth, and Otto raised five absolutely beautiful children, all of whom have encountered life very
successfully. They are successful most of all by being good and loving people, as well as in all their spiritual, academic, athletic,
personal, and professional endeavors. All of the Rieke children graduated from St Peters Catholic grade school, and local high
schools, Rockhurst, St Teresa’s, and Notre Dame de Sion, all of which are in Kansas City, Mo. They and their spouses
subsequently have graduated from various universities, including Rockhurst University, Central Missouri State University, Tulsa
University, Syracuse University School of Journalism, Missouri University Medical School, St Louis University, The Medical School
of Washington University in St Louis, Dartmouth College Medical School, and finally a post residency Fellow at the Harvard School
of Medicine. The Rieke children, including their respective spouses are blessed beyond what would seem possible all in one
family. The calamities referred to above, and subsequent grief, have chronologically seemed to coincide with - and maybe have
been the genesis of, a subsequently inspired inner spiritual strength - indeed an almost supernatural strength to survive. Persistent
strings of well earned successes at all personal levels of character, and by all worldly measure, might well be rooted in the
strength of the Riekes' souls to survive. The family members have ascended to new lives with the strength to carry on, to love, and
indeed to thrive. That, and the author’s love relationships with them all, is the grandeur, the glory, of this book. No names have
been changed to protect the innocent; there are none. Otto has an unparalleled flair to entertain, and to tell riveting stories with
great passion. He will seize your very soul. If you can remain calmly seated while reading this book, then it is a failure. Get ready
for the ride.
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